Kee Guard Recycled PVC Counterbalance

- NO PENETRATION OF THE ROOF MEMBRANE
- EACH COUNTERBALANCE WEIGHS 30 LBS
- MADE FROM 100% RECYCLED PVC
- REFLECTIVE TAPE AND COLOR OPTIONS FOR HIGH VISIBILITY
Recycled PVC Counterbalance

- Each CB weighs 30 lbs.
- Carrying handles molded into design
- Available in grey, orange, and custom color
- Reflective labels on each weight
- Surface promotes traction and grip
- Made from 100% recycled PVC
- Size: 18 x 20 x 3 in.

Easy Installation

The KEE GUARD PVC counterbalance is easy to install. The counterbalance is secured to the pipe using a hot dip galvanized steel collar, tightened by a set screw to 29.5 lbs/ft.

Custom Color

The standard KEE GUARD PVC counterbalance is grey for a clean, smart look. KEE GUARD counterbalances are also available in orange to highlight trip hazards. Please contact KEE SAFETY for details concerning custom color counterbalances.

KEE GUARD Fall Protection Solutions is introducing its new, innovative counterbalance, the CB1, a component necessary to complete the KEE GUARD permanent, free standing roof edge railing system that does not penetrate the roof membrane.

These innovative counterbalances are engineered to be environmentally friendly. Each counterbalance is made from 100% recycled PVC to replace the previous KEE GUARD counterbalance, which was composed of galvanized steel.

The new CB1 is ergonomically correct with moulded carrying handles and a surface that improves grip and traction.

KEE GUARD Fall Protection Systems are only sold as a complete system. KEE SAFETY is committed to protecting people from hazards and must ensure the proper use of system components in order to create the greatest passive fall protection system available.